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Pathway Lighting Introduces Spec2 Series
OLD SAYBROOK, Conn., January 16, 2019 — Introducing Spec2 by Pathway Lighting — a versatile line of 2″
architectural recessed downlights, wall washers, and adjustable accents for new construction and remodel
applications — redefines modular fixture construction and blends it with today’s most advanced LED light
engines and control technologies, specification-grade fit and finish, and proprietary mechanical details. The
result is a set of patent-pending lighting solutions that ensures the utmost specification flexibility, enables
seamless factory-to-field coordination, and supports last-minute lighting design changes.

Interchangeable trims and optics on-site support last-minute design changes. All Spec2 fixtures can be switched
from round to square or flanged to flangeless apertures on-site, without having to order dedicated fixtures. Even
after fixtures have already been installed, Spec2 can still accommodate these changes, without having to rewire
or replace any component above the ceiling. Four primary optics are field-interchangeable to easily convert
downlight and adjustable accent beam angles from a 20° spot to a 55° extra wide. Trim-integrated, dual-optic
system enables easy, on-site conversion of downlights into wall washers.

24 Dimming Options — Pathway Lighting’s engineers have invested hundreds of hours vetting lighting control
products to bring to market one of the broadest sets of dimming options — both integral and remote driver
solutions — available with architectural recessed downlights today.
Spec2 is available with 13 wired, six PathWaveTM wireless, and five CentralDriveTM remote lighting control
options that provide high-quality, flicker-free dimming from 1% and all the way down to dark.
For complete details, download the Spec2 brochure.

About Pathway Lighting Products, Inc.
Pathway Lighting, located in Old Saybrook, CT, is an innovative designer and manufacturer of specification-grade
LED luminaires. Our product line is designed for the commercial and institutional markets and includes:
downlights, wall washers, adjustable accents, decorative pendants, cylinders and emergency egress fixtures. As
an independently-owned American lighting manufacturer, we are able to provide responsive technical support,
as well as fixture modifications and custom products. www.pathwaylighting.com
CentralDrive and PathWave are trademarks of Pathway Lighting Products, Inc.
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